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THE MUTED VOICE OF WOMEN IN ATHENS

Roger Just, Women in Athenian Law and Life, (Routledge, London
and New York), 317p. hc 1989 £30.00 ISBN 0 415 00346 6; pb 1991
£9.99 ISBN 0 415 05841 4.

In the midst of a still waxing stream of publications addressing
the gendered structures of ancient Athens, a monograph aiming at
synthesis is very welcome indeed. The task is not an easy one.

Any study of classical Greek society has to face at least two
considerable problems. First, the tantalizing lack of sources
where women's own voice might be heard sets any record off
balance. And if hypothetically a few scraps of source material
had survived, they could not guarantee a more authentic female
view. There is no denying that classical Athens was a malecentered society, and only a few specific conditions may have
feminine perspectives outside the influence of its
concomitant values. Second, relationships between men and women
belong to the basic tenets of a culture's mentality and social
practice. As such they are usually taken for granted and hence
seldom overtly expressed. In particular occasions of conflict
would bring them to the fore, and although conflicts are part and
parcel of any society it is not easy to weigh their meaning
against the situations acclaimed as normal. A major constituent
of historiography on classical women, then,
is to visualize
patterns of culture by and large behind the screens of the
sources, and recent research has engaged with this problem from a
diversity of theoretical viewpoints. In sum, a synthesis calls
for analytical scrutiny and theoretical awareness. Roger Just,
whose paper "Conceptions of Women in Classical Athens" (1975)
drew attention in the new wave of women's studies, directs his
ample experience in anthropology and Greek studies to the
enterprise with interesting results.
Granted its inherent difficulties the source material is
abundant. A critical recording of men's views of women and of the
place men allotted to women in the legal and social fabric is
preferable to no recording at all. This is surely both the most
feasible and a legitimate option which Just shares with the
majority of scholars in the field. Indeed, acknowledging the
inevitable lopsidedness of its outcome, he has chosen the malecenteredness of
Athenian
society as
his
formative
theme.
fostered
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Democratic policy is one of the most conspicuous characteristics
of classical Athens, as are tragedy, comedy and rhetoric, the
outstanding literary documents of civic consciousness, education

and conflict. Women were excluded from the politically active
citizen body; their citizenship was limited to their actual
bodies. Discussing these problems with a general reader in mind,

Just starts with a brief outline of the classical polis as

a

club" and a "men's club" (as P. Vidal-Naquet put it).
But simultaneously women were indispensable to the continuity of
"citizens

the polis and formed an essential part of religious life. The
ensuing tensions between women's belonging and not belonging to
the civic centre of classical society proffer the main questions.

Which legal and social rules and practices originated in this
set-up or sustained it? What kind of values, beliefs and myths
emanated from women's civic otherness or were called in to
legitimate it? Asking for what and how instead of measuring
Athenian civilization by modern moral standards, Just has tried
to do justice to the principles framing law and social life. In
this way he succeeds in evading both the "optimistic" denial of
women's dependent status and the accusation of downright,
seemingly senseless misogyny
two positions current among former
historians embarrassed by this feature of classical Athens, and
critically examined in the first chapter.

In a lucid discussion of well-chosen texts Just portrays
the ongoings of a society based on the strong ties between
members of the oikos (male and female kin and affines)
Women
played
a
central
role
in
the
continuity of
the
oikos,
perpetuating kinship both in the physical and in the ritual
sense.
They guaranteed inheritance favourable to the oikos,
managed the oikonomia safeguarding the maintenance and increase
of the oikos's property, and by marriage forged connections of
considerable importance to political alignments, at least where
the elite was concerned. Thus crossing the boundaries of the
respective oikoi and of the emerging distinction between the
public and the private, women were invested with roles essential
to men's lives but beyond their actual control. Hence men as a
collective distrusted women, a distrust manifested in law, in
prescribed behaviour and in myth. It explains supervision and
protection as two sides of the same coin in the role of the
kyrios (guardian), which Greek society deemed necessary for every
woman to have. The male citizen's roles as participant in the
city's legislation, warrior in its army, member of its fratries

"
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and hetaireiai, and head of his household coincided in his
dominance over the women of his family.
The chapters dealing with this nucleus offer more than just

a synthesis. Many observations reveal the profits gained by an
experienced anthropologist's perspective. For instance, Just
points out interesting patterns in Athenian kinship, showing a
patrilinear preference subsuming previous tendencies to bilateral
lineage. In this context the specific role of the epikleros makes
lives
between kinship
exemplifying
women's
perfect
sense
from the
legal
Observed
inheritance laws.
obligations and
viewpoint, however, women's life runs the risk of appearing

determined solely by men's prerogatives. Just must have been
aware of this risk. He presents the chapter on law as "Legal
Capabilities", instead of an endlessly repeated "she could not,
she might not". Likewise other chapters aim at a more or less
"Marriage and the
feminine perspective in headings such as
State", "Family and Property" (which from a male viewpoint could
have been labelled "Property and Family", the second to a certain
extent being part of the first where minors and women were
concerned), and "Freedom and Seclusion". In the same vein Just

discusses the conditions and effects of the double standards in
sexual mores, but without the wailing tone which makes Eva Keuls'
monograph (1985) such hard reading. Just's focus on social daily
life even shows a few opportunities and spaces where women went
about more or less on their own if they avoided breaking the
written and unwritten rules. Nevertheless he makes clear that
despite individual tokens of affection and care, women on the
average led very restricted lives and must have lived up to the
demands of male civic society. Sophrosyne, women's supreme
virtue, implied a tacit observance of their menfolk's welfare, a
precarious task in a society bound by codes of honour.
In these chapters, as in "Personal Relationships", Just
consciously follows the fine examples of John Gould (1980) and
Sir Kenneth Dover in their approach to socio-cultural history of
classical Athens. "Law, Custom and Myth", the three cornerstones
of social history heading Gould's impressive article, might well
have been a subtitle to Just's monograph. And like Dover (1974)
and (1978), Just's "Law and Life" chapters draw their argument
mainly from the rhetorical texts addressed at civil lawsuits in
the fourth century. Here the conflicts mentioned above called not
only for expounding the details of Athenian law but
for
mobilizing its inherent values as well. Beside these speeches of

4.
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comedy
and,
Aristophanic
course
Xenophon's
Oikonomia,
occasionally, Plato and Aristotle provide important insights on
"The Attributes of Gender". Developing a lively and clear percep-

tion of classical mores, Women in Athenian Law and Life offers
many interesting views to the specialist, while it is also
accessible to a more general public both by its style as by its
price, being recently published in paperback. Yet it shows
several serious drawbacks worth discussing, precisely because it
is, in other respects, a subtle and informative book.
Although Just has succeeded in elucidating the intricacies

of Athenian law and customs as they mold or explain the daily
lives of citizen women, he has not tried to evolve his views into
argument.
Briefly,
the
a
more
conceptual
or
theoretical
synthesizing question "what exactly was female citizenship in a
polis, which put so much effort in defining the nature of male
citizenship and its supporting political theory?" is not asked,
and hence not answered. Yet I do not think a theoretical
evaluation of female citizenship is impossible or overreaching
professional prudence. On the contrary, it would be rewarding to
be
it
analyse this problem within a theoretical context,
feminist or the three of them
anthropological, political,
combined, and Women in Athenian Law and Life is the kind of book
where to expect at least an attempt. However,
the strong
connection between male citizenship and men's military tasks, for
instance, is mentioned in the chapter "The Savage Without",
highlighting the mythical Amazons as the opposites of Athenian

values, but hardly in the chapters on law. Even if the answer
would have been put in the negative, that is, "there was no theoretical perception of female citizenship, since female citizenship as such was a-political", it would have been telling.
Indeed, several interesting publications have framed the analysis
of
female citizenship from this perspective
(Loraux
1981;
Patterson 1987). Yet these do not figure in Just's reading, and
here one meets another, rather fundamental problem.
Surveying the quantity of publications on classical Athens
and in women's studies, is may seem pointless to mention items
missing. Moreover, Just's lively portraiture is drawn mainly by
critical examination of source material, and rests to a far
lesser extent on a discussion of recent scholarship. But Just's
book borders on the incredible in its lack of essential, recent
publications. The point should not be emphasized if it would not
make too much of a difference, but it does. Just started working
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on this monograph in 1976,
subject was scarce indeed.

when interesting writing on
By

1988/9,

however,

a

range

the
of

publications had set the debate about classical women on a new
footing. True, some of these do appear in his bibliography (e.g.
Humphreys 1983; Cameron and Kuhrt 1983), but I wonder to what
extent Just has really taken these into account. For instance,
apart from a tiny quotation in "Legal Capabilities" I find no
trace of Humphreys's seminal thought on the public and the
private, which should have influenced Just's too rigid distinction of masculine and feminine spaces both inside and outside
of the home, nor of her work on the Athenian family (Humphreys
1983) in "Personal Relationships", where Just is mainly debating
with Lacey (1968) and Richter (1971), and referring to Robertson
(1975), Pomeroy (1975), Dover (1972, 1974, 1978). There is just
one brief quotation from Humphreys' essay on family tombs (1983)
with an assessment of the material, but her inferences on family
relationships have had no effect. Of course, having written the
first chapter on "The 'Problem' of Women" based on his essay of
1975, Just could hardly be asked to reconsider it in 1988 with
Versnel (1987) in mind. Yet in framing this argument he appears
to be in debate with literature which is, bluntly, now fully
outdated. Second, French writing is, generally speaking, left
out. Though we do meet e.g. Herfst (1922) on women's labour and
Kahil (1965, 1977) on Artemis in French, the extensive work of
Loraux and the articles by Schmitt-Pantel are sorely missing. A
few works, mainly influential articles by J.P. Vernant and P.
Vidal-Naquet dating from the sixties and early seventies and
published in English translation collected by Gordon (1981) are
mentioned. Yet their inferences are seldom fully explored. In
spite of Detienne (1971, transl. 1977, mentioned) religious life
and the ritual aspects of gender division enjoy little attention
in Women in Athenian Law and Life. In "The Attributes of Gender"
and "The Enemy Within" some reflection on Foucault (1984, omitted) would have sharpened the argument. Just's too down-to-earth
approach to the imaginative aspects of gender must surely be
ascribed to the exclusion of French thought. His reliance on
Tyrrell (1984), a monograph on the Amazon myth which declares
itself indebted to various French authors, is no remedy here.
Tyrrell's handling of structuralist theory is rather disastrous,
as is his critical assessment of the source material. Tyrrell's
book plays a major role in "The Savage Without". Here Just adds
clear comments on the analogy between Amazons and Centaurs,
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briefly quoting Pomeroy (1975), but apparently unaware of DuBois
(1982), who offers a slightly better handling of French thought
on this very topic and would have been useful to "The Enemy
Within" as well.
This brings me to a third problem, which I mention however
with some hesitation. Far from claiming women's history for women
historians only, a claim with no foundations except political
ones, I cannot help observing a tendency to the reverse in Just's
bibliographical choices. Set against a field to which female
scholars have made a large number of high quality contributions,
the authors
belonging to Just's circle of debate are so
disproportionally male that one wonders how this might have come
about. It is not only attributable to his focus on Anglosaxon
publications, since Helene Foley and Froma Zeitlin (omitted) fall
into that category, at least linguistically, just as do Marilyn
Arthur, Sarah Pomeroy, Mary Lefkowitz and Sally Humphreys (men(omitted),
though
tioned).
Likewise Riet Van Bremen (1983)
dealing mainly with Hellenistic cities, has interesting views on
women's access to property in the classical period as well. Her

article should be used together with the more classificatory
monograph of David Schaps (1979) (mentioned, with two additional
publications). The articles (now collected, 1991) by Christiane
Sourvinou-Inwood, whose perceptive handling of iconographical
material highlights topics which are often at best rather dim in
the literary sources, are omitted. Visual material is by and
large marginal in Women in Athenian Law and Life, except a few
references to Robertson (1975), a monumental record of Greek art
but not particularly intended to scrutinize questions of gender.
Connor (1970) is mentioned on the role of Theseus, but Sourvinou
(1979), which is far more relevant in this context, is omitted.
Examples might be multiplied. Reading this book on Athenian

women's history one would never guess that for fifteen years
women's studies in various disciplines have created theoretical
insights which would have a lot to say on its very subject. At
first I ascribed this disconcerting feature to the distant origin

of Just's book, relying mainly on Harrison's solid The Law of
Athens (1968, 1971). This at least would explain an apparent
confidence in the explanatory potential of legal structures that
used
to
define
"the
position of
women"
before
feminist
scholarship criticized its bias. However, Just's preference for
Tyrrell while simultaneously overlooking DuBois, as one instance
among the many just mentioned, still leaves me with a feeling of
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uneasiness. Surely Just would not like scholarship on the Athenian "men's club" to look like a men's club again.
Finally, the very limits inherent in Just's approach give
me pause. In a way he invites this kind of criticism, because in
his introductory chapter he discusses Ardener's (1972) seminal
remarks on the anthropologist's perception of women. In the same
essay Ardener argued that women, being largely defined by men's
views of society, might develop their own perspectives in

particular in the belief system. And while fully aware of the
first part of Ardener's perceptions, Just has left the second
part aside. Of course it is grossly unfair (though not uncommon)

to charge a book for not being another kind of book, and the
nature of the source material gives little room for writing a
completely different story. Yet to my mind Just has not made full

use of the little room there is. And one does not have to
submerge into French thought to get into the domain of ritual,
myth and festival where women did have a role and a world of
their own. Indeed, Winkler's The Constraint of Desire (1990)
tries to do just that, viewing women's rituals from a perspective

sustained by feminist

anthropological writing and often with

overt criticism of Detienne's structuralist principles. Winkler's
daring chapter on the Adonia and Thesmophoria may be accused of
making too much of a good point, but it is still a very good
point. Just's portrayal of women's life bound by civic law, on
the other hand, without the stimulus of recent critical views has
by Ardener:
the problem
raised
unintentionally reproduced
society's traditions and the traditional scholarly records keep
women muted. In Women in Athenian Law and Life this pitfall is
acknowleged but not countered.

Josine H. Blok

Dept. of History
State University of Groningen
The Netherlands
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